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Abstract
Ten LCC-oriented environmental accounting tools suggested as useful in environmental decision-making have been identi5ed. However,
their implementation in the building industry seems to be limited, which opens up for a conceptual discussion. The purpose of this article
is to discuss theoretical assumptions and the practical usefulness of the LCC approach in making environmentally responsible investment
decisions. LCC’s monetary unit and extended scope may speak in favour of using LCC but LCC fails to handle irreversible decisions,
neglects items that have no owner and does not consider costs to future generations. Moreover, LCC does not take into account the decision
makers’ limited ability to make rational decisions under uncertainty. LCC’s practical usefulness is constrained by its oversimpli5cation to
a monetary unit, the lack of reliable data, complexity of the building process and conceptual confusions. To handle these inconsistencies
in future development of environmental decision support tools three research solutions are proposed.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many traditional cost-accounting systems lead to incorrect investment decisions concerning environmental costs
[1–5]. One problem is for example that demolition and recycling costs appear outside the boundary of the traditional
accounting system. A popular way of solving this problem
has been to suggest the use of life cycle costing (LCC) which
includes such costs [6–9].
However, this may not be an appropriate solution since
LCC was originally not developed in an environmental context. ‘Traditional’ LCC is a type of investment calculus
used to rank di>erent investment alternatives [7,10]. Another objection concerns the system boundaries of LCC. The
main di>erence between traditional investment calculus and
LCC is that the LCC approach has an expanded life cycle
perspective, and thus considers not only investment costs,
but also operating costs during the product’s estimated lifetime. However, such an expansion of the system boundaries
does not include all environmental costs. It is important to
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emphasise that a “traditional” LCC does not become an environmental accounting tool just because it contains the words
life cycle. This fact may seem trivial, but since LCC is often used in an environmental context it cannot be enough
emphasised since ambiguity is one reason why individuals
make bad or at least irrational decisions [11,12].
The history of LCC began in the US Department of Defence in the mid-1960s [13]. In the mid-1980s attempts were
made to adapt LCC to building investments [14]. Recently
several research projects have been carried out aimed at developing the LCC methodology for the construction industry
and placing LCC in an environmental context. One example
is Abraham and Dickinson’s [6] study of the disposal of a
building in which LCC calculation is used to quantify disposal costs. Sterner [7] developed a model for the evaluation
of tenders, where she uses LCC methodology to calculate
the total energy costs for buildings. Aye et al. [8] used LCC
to analyse a range of property and construction options for
a building. BogenstGatter [9] advocate the usability of performing an LCC calculation in the early design phase. He
developed a model using speci5c characteristic values of
LCC, i.e. standardised typological 5gures. He suggests de5ned speci5cations from similar buildings as key solutions
to the usability problem.
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Despite an increasing enthusiasm to propose the LCC approach as useful in an environmental context, the adoption
and application of LCC in the building sector remains limited [15–17]. Cole and Sterner [18], Flanagan et al. [19]
as well as Norman [20] suggest that practitioners’ ‘imperfect understanding’ of LCC’s merits is the main cause of
the limited adoption of LCC. The authors indicate that there
exists a gap between theory and practice. However, neither
of them suKciently explains underlying reasons to this gap.
Moreover, the actual incorporation of environmental consequences in the LCC approach is not suKciently clari5ed.
Furthermore, lack of incentives to use LCC has been pointed
out as a reason to why the approach has not been more extensively adopted by practitioners [18,19]. In order to investigate whether LCC is as promising as enthusiasts suggest,
this article discusses LCC from the perspective of how useful and appropriate the LCC approach is for environmental
decision-making in general and for environmental considerations in building investment decisions in particular. The
discussion is made from a business perspective, typically
when LCC is used in an investment decision context where
at least two alternatives are compared.
2. LCC-oriented environmental accounting tools
Traditional accounting techniques have been found inadequate for the handling of environmental issues [1,2] and
a lack of tools that elevate environmental issues by ‘translating’ environmental issues into monetary terms is often
assigned as the stumbling-block [7,13,21,22]. The development of corporate accounting tools that consider environmental issues started in the early 1990s by amongst others
Epstein [13], Schaltegger [23], Spitzer and Elwood [24], and
Gray et al. [25]. Corporate environmental accounting has
been de5ned as
...the process of identi6cation, measurement, accumulation, analysis, preparation, interpretation and communication of 6nancial (and non-6nancial) information used by management to plan, evaluate and control
the environmental aspects of an organization. [26, p.
155].
‘Traditional’ LCC is vaguely de5ned by the building and
construction assets standard ISO15686 as: a technique which
enables comparative cost assessments to be made over a
speci6ed period of time, taking into account all relevant
economic factors both in terms of initial costs and future
operational costs. Thus, in an ideal case, LCC is used to
optimise product performance and lifetime cost of ownership [27]. Through an inventory ten LCC tools have been
identi5ed, see Table 1.
Table 1 shows the variants of the LCC tools, with a more
or less-stated environmental approach, that have been developed during this last decade. Originating from this tools

researchers have developed tools that in turn are adapted
and applied for di>erent contexts, such as building investments (for example [6–9]). By adjusting some variables in
the equation, the tools become “environmental”. The tools
have been given di>erent ‘names’, but are similar in their
approach and structure. Words like ‘full’, ‘total’, ‘true’,
‘whole’ and ‘life cycle’ indicate that there has been an effort to develop traditional accounting approaches for use as
environmental accounting tools.
In common for these modi5ed environmental accounting
tools is that they attempt to include environmental impacts as costs into the corporate accounting systems. The
environmental accounting tools aim at allocating where a
resource is used and to measure it [32,33], in other words,
an attempt to detect costs hidden in overhead accounts
[34].

3. Theoretical assumptions in the LCC approach
The development of LCC and similarly structured tools
and methods has its origin in the normative neoclassical
economic theory which states that 5rms seek to maximise
pro5ts by always operating with full knowledge [35]. According to the theory, decision makers must have consistent preferences; they also have to know their preferences
as well as the available alternatives [36]. Thus, they must
have access to information about the consequences of selecting each alternative and be able to combine this information with the expected utility, which in turn discounts
or weighs outcomes by the probability of their occurrence.
This implies that the behaviour of the ‘economic man’ in
neoclassical economic theory is always rational. However,
descriptive decision-making studies [36] have shown that
individuals do not make rational decisions, especially when
uncertainty is involved because of complex and long-term
consequences, which is typical for environmental decisionmaking.
There are four inherent limitations in neoclassical economic theory that restricts its use in an environmental context:
• It cannot handle decision-making under genuine uncertainty since it assumes that the decision-maker is always
rational and has access to complete information concerning alternatives and outcomes.
• It assumes that alternatives are always available. With
such a view irreversible changes, such as extinction of
species, are not considered as a problem since they can
be ‘replaced’ without changing the ecosystem.
• It ignores items that have no owner, such as the natural
environment.
• It over-simpli5es multi-dimensional environmental
problems since it assumes that everything can be expressed as a one-dimensional unit, such as monetary
5gures.
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Table 1
Corporate environmental accounting tools
Concept

De5nitions/description

Cost categories

Full cost accounting (FCA)

Identi5es and quanti5es the full range of costs
throughout the life cycle of the product, product
line, process, service or activity [28]
Embodies the same concept as FCA but highlights the environmental elements [24]
Long-term, comprehensive 5nancial analysis of
the full range of internal costs and savings of
an investment [28,29]
Term used as a synonym for either the de5nition
given to FCA or as a synonym for TCA [28]
The assignment or analysis of product-speci5c
costs within a life cycle framework [30]
Systematic process for evaluating the life cycle
cost of a product or service by identifying environmental consequences and assigning measures of monetary value to those consequences
[5,31]. LCCA is a term that highlights the costing aspect of life cycle assessment (LCA)a [28]
Summing up total costs of a product, process or activity discounted over its lifetime
[24,27,28,30]
A technique which enables comparative cost assessments to be made over a speci5ed period of
time; taking into account all relevant economic
factors both in terms of initial costs and future
operational costs [ISO15686].b
Term used as a synonym for FCA or LCC [28]
Synonym to TCA (I) or LCC [7]. More specifically de5ned by Clift and Bourke [16] as ‘The
systematic consideration of all relevant costs
and revenues associated with the acquisition and
ownership of an asset”

Identi5es and quanti5es (1) direct, (2) indirect
and (3) intangible costs

Full cost environmental accounting (FCEA)
Total cost assessment (TCA) (I)
Total cost accounting (TCA) (II)
Life cycle accounting (LCA)
Life cycle cost assessment (LCCA)

Life cycle costing (LCC) (I)
Life cycle costing (LCC) (II)

Full cost pricing (FCP)
Whole life costing (WLC)

Varying
(1) Internal costs and savings
(1) Conventional costs, (2) hidden costs, (3)
liability costs, (4) less tangible costs
(1) Usual costs, (2) hidden costs, (3) liability
costs, (4) less tangible costs
Add cost information to LCA

Varying
Varying

See FCA and LCC
(1) Initial costs and (2) operational costs

a Life cycle assessment (LCA)—an environmental management tool for evaluating the environmental impacts of products and services from cradle to
grave in their life cycles [32].
b This de5nition is not developed in an environmental context, it is de5ned in a building and construction assets standard [ISO15686].

These limitations entail that tools based on the neoclassical theoretical paradigm will always be beset with severe
shortcomings concerning their use in handling environmental aspects. Furthermore, even though it is not an assumption
for neoclassical economic theory, the use of discounting as
a technique to handle the problem with time value of money
is so routinely used as well as preferred by practitioners that
it is well worth discussing [37–39]. This since
• using discount rates that rely on principles based on today’s knowledge may result in future costs from decisions
being given relative small weight in the LCC calculation.
These limitations in relation to environmental applications
of LCC are discussed more extensively in the following
section.
3.1. Decision-making under uncertainty
The environmental consequences of a decision often occur
long after the decision was made, and not necessarily in the

same location. Furthermore, environmental decisions have
cumulative e>ects on ecological systems, which are diKcult
to detect [40]. Environmental decisions, being closely coupled with society’s built-in uncertainties and risks, are genuinely uncertain since the way ecological systems as well
as social systems change in the future need to be considered
in the decisions [41]. Issues that are not considered as problems today may well be in the future, in the same way as
today’s environmental problems were not anticipated yesterday. Environmental decisions therefore are characterised by
considerable uncertainty at all stages of the decision-making
process, such as the problem de5nition, possible outcomes
and probabilities of the outcomes [42].
Buildings, for example, are long-term investments associated with large environmental impacts over a long duration.
To estimate environmental costs so far into the future may
result in an LCC calculation that is faulty [43], i.e. the calculated LCC may have little resemblance to future real cost.
Investment decisions for a building are a>ected by business, physical and institutional uncertainties [44]. Physical
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risks are often due to uncertainty as to a building’s design
or a material’s functional characteristics and performance
change during the building’s lifetime. Such uncertainty may
involve building material that through new scienti5c evidence has become unsuitable, as for example asbestos cement sheeting and CFC. Business uncertainty is connected
to unpredictable Puctuations in the market and institutional
uncertainties rePected in the e>ect of changing regulations
on construction and real estate. Many political decisions can
instantly change the “rules of the game”. For example, building materials may become prohibited, as with the asbestos.
It is also easy to envisage that materials and components
that are diKcult to recycle will be expensive to dispose of
in the future both for technical reasons and due to increasing disposal taxes. In addition to political decisions, external
market factors, institutional regulations and environmental
changes may also lead to changing conditions. The modernity of a real-estate project is a>ected by customers’ (tenants’) increased awareness of environmental issues, which
implies that buildings that are not continually adjusted to
environmental norms or to presumptive regulations run the
risk of becoming outdated rather quickly.
An analysis that relies on estimation and valuation of uncertain future incidents and outcomes is therefore problematic. There are numerous techniques available that attempt
to decrease the uncertainty of future consequences, for example scenario forecasting, sensitivity analysis, probability
analysis, decision trees and Monte Carlo simulation (see, for
example, [19]). However, these techniques presuppose that
decision makers are aware of the nature of the uncertainties
that can be expected during the building’s lifetime. A study
of risk management [45] revealed that real-estate managers
when conducting a sensitivity analysis of LCC only considered tangible aspects such as interest rate, rental degree and
increase or decrease of rent. Furthermore, when estimating
risk and uncertainty the property managers relied more often on their intuition and rules of thumb than on techniques,
such as sensitivity analysis. This implies that easily accessible information and subjective values to a large extent
inPuence the parameters considered in estimating risk and
uncertainty, i.e. the result from the LCC are biased.
3.2. Irreversible decisions
Neoclassical theory assumes that alternative options are
always available. However, the consequences of the decision to invest in building projects extend across a long period of time and many decisions lead to irreversible outcomes [42,46]. For example, in building a road it might
be necessary to blast primary rocks. This encroachment
on nature radically changes the topography, which is not
restorable. So, when considering environmental aspects in
decision-making, the basic assumption of the existence of
available alternatives is not in accordance with current environmental reality. The depreciation of future consequences

can often be of signi5cant importance in an environmental
context where the issue is to balance today’s bene5ts with
tomorrow’s costs or vice versa. The large number of components in a building implies that several subsequent decisions must be made during the building’s lifetime. The
investment process therefore contains sequential decisions,
meaning that earlier decisions will inPuence subsequent decisions. Since irreversible changes take place in ecological
systems as well as in sequential decisions it is not possible
to ignore irreversibility as the neoclassical economic theory
does.
3.3. The role of market mechanisms
Property rights are the rights to use resources. In economic
theory property has a wider meaning than in everyday language; it can refer to any good or resource [47]. Similarly,
the environment is a resource and hence a property. For example, many people own land and they are able to take action when damage is done to assets they own, but they do
not generally own the rivers or the air through which pollution travels. The lack of well-de5ned property rights, as in
the case of air and water, makes it diKcult for a market to
exist, which problemises the concept of a market. The market system is central in neoclassical economic theory since
it is a mechanism for generating an eKcient allocation of resources. Environmental damage and pollution leads to market mechanisms ceasing to function because of ill-de5ned
property rights of the natural environment (Coase theorem
in [47,48]). In other words, neoclassical economic theory ignores items that are not given a market value. Consequently,
due to LCCs basis in neoclassical economic theory LCC
handles environmental aspects insuKciently.
3.4. A monetary unit
With the purpose of simplifying a complex reality, which
is necessary out of a practical perspective, ‘environmental’ LCC aims at translating environmental problems into
a one-dimensional monetary unit. However, a problem is
that LCC in its attempt to translate environmental problems
into a monetary unit may oversimplify reality. Neoclassical
economic theory presupposes that all relevant aspects have
a market value, i.e. a price. As mentioned in the previous
section, there are items that are not possible to price. This
leads to monetary calculations being incomplete with regard
to environmentally related costs. Many economic theorists
suggest di>erent ways to put a price on environmental items
for example through environmental taxes [47,48], but others argue that it is impossible to catch all relevant aspects of
complex environmental problems into one monetary 5gure
[49]. The monetarism of LCC consequently result in loss of
important details which in turn limits the decision maker’s
possibility to obtain a comprehensive view of environmental problems. SGoderbaum [49] argues that organizations that
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wish to comply with (and survive in) a complex reality must
work with more holistic pictures and models than for example environmental ‘LCC’. He suggests that organisations
use additional methods to complement the monetary.
3.5. Discounting of future costs
If it does not matter when costs and bene5ts incur they
can be added without consideration. However, if the timing of costs and bene5t Pows is important, the investment
calculus needs to rePect this. A common technique is the
use of discounting. The time value of money, expressed as
a discount rate, depends on inPation, cost of capital, investment opportunities and personal consumption preferences
[10,37,38]. If the discount rate is set to 0% this means that
the timing does not matter; the higher the discount rate the
more importance is given to the near-present.
The most common technique of making incoming and
outgoing payments from di>erent times comparable and
thus possible to add is discounting future payments to a net
present value (NPV). As shown in the box, using the interest rate 5% the future demolition cost of 1000 is calculated
to an NPV of 90 (Example box).
An alternative given by for example Gray et al. [25] is
to use an environmental hurdle rate technique. This technique is exempli5ed in the box by three hurdle rates: a
‘green discount rate’ for costs that do not contribute to negative impact on the environment, a ‘yellow rate’ for costs
that have an uncertain contribution to negative impact on
the environment, and a ‘red rate’ for costs that have a certain negative impacts on the environment. If ‘red rates’ are
set to 0% in the LCC calculation, ‘red’ types of costs do
not get discounted over time and therefore cause a more
signi5cant contribution to the total result when discounted.
The use of ‘red rates’ is valid as long as future damage is
assumed as negative as today’s. For example, discharging
toxic waste tomorrow should be as negative for the environment as discharging toxic waste is today. However, from
an environmental point of view, the timing of the emissions depends on the state of the environment, which can
improve or deteriorate with time. In addition waste management technology may also improve in the future. Because of such developments, it may be more viable that certain environmental costs are considered as green or yellow
and thus discounted in the LCC calculation. This reasoning
illustrates how complex and diKcult it is to handle environmental costs and how over-simpli5cation can misguide
environmental decisions-making.
Another way of handling the time problem is to indicate
which costs may be expected to increase more than other
costs. A di>erential escalation rate can thus be used to indicate relative price changes [10]. In the box, costs for demolition are assumed to increase more than other costs. With a
relative price change of 3% demolition costs are discounted
at approximately 1.9% while all other costs are discounted
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EXAMPLE BOX
Basic assumptions: For a building, the demolition cost
is estimated to a value of 1000. The lifetime of the
building is estimated to 50 years and the discount rate
is set to 5%.
LCC =

T


Pn (1 + i)−t ;

t=0

n is number of estimated payments P over time t discounted with the interest rate i.
If the future payment for demolition is discounted with
the interest rate the NPV is calculated to 90.
Problem: However, due to an impending risk that demolition waste from the building causes a large environmental impact one can presume that demolition, due
to, for example, new tax regulations, increased costs for
disposing demolition waste or demand for new more expensive demolition methods, render in large future environmental costs.
Hurdle rate principle:
LCC =

T


Pn; r (1 + r)−t +

t=0

+

T


T


Pn; y (1 + y)−t

t=0

Pn; g (1 + g)−t

t=0

P = payment; r = ‘red’ rate; y = ‘yellow’ rate;
g = ‘green’ rate; t = time
If using the hurdle rate principle environmental cost due
to demolition is discounted with a red discount rate, i.e.
r =0%, in the LCC calculation. The result from the LCC
calculation will then be that future demolition costs are
calculated to an NPV of 1000, thus the same as if the
real-estate building would have been demolished today.
Price rate principle:

T 

(1 − e)t
LCC =
Pn
(1 + i)t
t=0

P = payment; i = interest rate; e = escalation rate;
t = time
Analogous, using the price rate principle, the relative
price for demolition is likely to increase and can therefore be estimated to increase more than other types of
costs in the calculation, say a relative price change of
3%, i.e. e = 0:03. The result from the LCC calculation
then shows that future payment for demolition is calculated to an NPV of 380.
at the interest rate of 5%. This entails that the future demolition cost of 1000 is calculated to an NPV of 380.
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The examples given in the box illustrates how important
the setting of discount rate is for the LCC calculation. Neoclassical economic theory, as all economics, involves value
judgements [46], i.e. the information from today’s 5nancial
accounting systems rePects only what the economic leaders
currently consider as important [23]. Consequently, by using discount rates that rely on principles based on today’s
knowledge of future costs may get a relatively small weight
in the LCC calculation. The examples also reveal that when
discounting in LCC calculation for a building a large number of estimations are required. Consequently, depending on
the method, very di>erent results are obtained.
4. LCC-oriented tools in practice
Even if not theoretically accurate, the results from an LCC
calculation might provide at least an indication of which
strategic decisions should be made. We have identi5ed following issues as critical for the practical usability of LCC:
• The availability and reliability of environmental data.
• The perceived bene5ts of using LCC in investment decisions.
• An understanding of conceptual de5nitions and methods.
4.1. Availability and reliability of environmental data
Performing an LCC analysis is a data intensive process
due to the complexity of the building process and the many
components of a building. The 5nal result is, therefore, dependent on the availability and reliability of the input data
[15,43]. Table 2 exempli5es the range and diversity of the
data needed to perform an LCC.
In the absence of real data, as the case is for planned buildings, forecasts can be based on past experiences. Data on
costs [50–52], lifetimes [53] and energy use [54] of di>erent building types and building components can be collected
from estimation standards 1 that provide data for an ‘average’ building. However, because of regional di>erences, the
location of a building has a large e>ect on its 5nal life cycle
cost, for example, taxes and fees can vary and the location
can also be more or less sensitive to environmental impacts,
which makes the data received from standards not applicable for the situation in hand.
A more speci5c source of data is corporate historical data.
A practicable way of tracing historical environmental costs
could be through the corporate accounting system. Unfortunately, LCC su>ers from the fact that a companies’ accounting systems cannot handle environmental costs that
have occurred elsewhere [13,23]. Furthermore, it is diKcult
to specify environmental costs from other costs in the corporate accounting system [13,23]. The insuKcient recording
1

The estimate standards exempli5ed with here are Swedish. Equivalent
standards can probably be found in other countries as well.

Table 2
Examples of input data needed to perform an LCC for a building
Investment cost data

Operation and
maintenance data

Project speci5c data

• Building costs
• Site costs
• Design fees

• Administration
• Energy
• Water

• Salvage value
• Demolition costs
• Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Type of building
• Type of design
• Type of building
material
• Location
• Lifetime periods
• Other speci5c data

Waste water
Material
Cleaning
Maintenance
Insurance costs
Rates
Taxes
Other

of environmental costs in corporate accounting systems is
identi5ed as a major obstacle for the successful implementation of corporate environmental accounting tools [13]. This
leads to a ‘catch 22’ situation, where corporate environmental accounting tools such as LCC cannot be implemented
unless the environmental costs are measured.
Other obstacles to LCC implementation are poor quality
of the data and a lack of industrial standards for describing
the life cycle behaviour of buildings [7,18,55,56]. A way to
clarify responsibility of execution of LCC calculations could
be to formalise the use of LCC via contractual agreements
[18]. This is suggested to avoid unclear responsibility since
many actors and companies in the building process are involved only for a limited period of the buildings lifetime.
This means that di>erent actors feel di>erent degrees of responsibility. Furthermore, data are sparsely recorded since
“sharing” of data between di>erent actors is not custom practice. This results in incomplete data being recorded in different accounting systems by di>erent companies. In addition, studies show that environmental impacts of buildings
are insuKciently identi5ed [55,57,58]. A basic prerequisite
for specifying environmental costs in corporate accounting
systems is although that the environmental impacts are identi5ed in the 5rst place.
Given the lack of data and poor quality of existing data,
it is diKcult to produce LCC calculations supporting ‘good’
environmental decisions. Many assumptions and estimations
must consequently be made, which implies that the result
from the LCC calculation is naturally beset with a high degree of uncertainty. The uncertainty in forecasting future
consequences causes decision makers to perceive LCC calculations as unreliable [18].
4.2. Perceived bene6ts from using LCC
In order to use LCC in investment decisions for buildings, the decision makers must perceive bene5ts from using it. The decision makers’ limited capacity of processing
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large amounts of complex information results in lack of attention for new problems such as environmental problems
[59]. Structuring the information Pow by using unidimensional tools that integrate di>erent decision dimensions (e.g.
environment, economy, quality, time) may be a way of limiting the information Pow and improving the decision-making
[60]. Consequently, using LCC might bring clarity by translating a complicated reality to a, for the business world,
familiar dimension, money. By translating the information
to a monetary dimension it is possible that decision makers would include environmental concerns in the investment
decision. However, even though LCC might translate environmental information into more familiar units, uncertainties pose special problems concerning cognitive and motivational inPuences on decisions, that is the decision maker’s
personal view of reality a>ects what parameters that are considered in the calculation [61,62]. Despite access to identical
input data when making the decision, personal values and
motives systematically a>ect for example which estimations
and assumptions are included in the calculation. This results
in di>erent decision-makers arriving at di>erent results and
choices when using LCC-oriented tools.
An indirect bene5t from performing an LCC for a building investment decision is that it may not be the actual monetary 5gures that provide the decision maker with insight,
but instead the actual involvement in the process of carrying out an LCC [3,59]. Thus, collecting data, estimating
future events, identifying environmental aspects to consider
and so on might be the actual bene5t, i.e. learning about
the complexity and diversity of environmental costs from
doing the LCC calculation. Learning capabilities is thus a
rational bene5t from non-rational behaviour and should not
be neglected in the development of decision support tools.
However, too structured tools may make decision-making
mechanical [63]. By only operating the tool and/or only using the one-dimensional result in making their decisions the
consequence may instead be that learning is restrained and
that established values are conserved. Accordingly, results
from analytically structured decision support tools may entail inappropriate reliance on the forecasts accuracy and consequently fail to identify relevant environmental features for
the investment decision.
4.3. Conceptual confusions
Table 1 showed that there is much e>ort made on developing LCC-oriented environmental accounting tools among
researchers. A closer look at Table 1 reveals a diversity of
confusingly similar concepts of corporate environmental accounting tools. Some methods have di>erent names, but similar principles in their algorithm (e.g. Life Cycle Costing and
Full Cost Accounting); others have the same name, but different principles for the calculation (e.g. life cycle accounting and life cycle analysis) or the same name, but di>erent principles for calculation as non-environmental versions
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of LCC (e.g. “environmental” life cycle costing and “traditional” life cycle costing). This diversity is likely to cause
confusion among practitioners, which hinders them from
adopting LCC-oriented environmental accounting tools. Evidence of such confusion has been found. Stenberg [64] reports that practitioners have problems in di>erentiating tools
from each other, and they refer to, for example, life cycle
assessment (LCA) when they actually mean an ‘environmental’ LCC.
Another conceptual confusion concerns which life cycle
is used in the life cycle approach. It is important to acknowledge that di>erent kinds of life cycles are considered in LCC.
Furthermore, the life cycle represents a lifetime and is an estimated variable, not a constant. Four di>erent lifetimes for
buildings may be used in LCC: economic, technical, physical and utility life [10]. Economic lifetime is an estimate
of the building’s pro5table time. Technical lifetime is the
estimated number of years until the technology renders the
building obsolete. Physical lifetime is the estimated period
in which it is physically possible to use the building. Finally,
the buildings utility life is the estimated time the building
can satisfy established performance standards. So, depending on the choice of life cycle the time perspective di>ers,
which a>ects the results from the LCC calculation when discounted to a net present value. In LCC, the economic life
is the most common since the calculations most often have
a cost minimization perspective [10]. Adding to the confusion there is another type of life cycle approach used in the
environmental tool life cycle assessment. The life cycle in
LCA does not represent a time as in LCC. The life cycle in
LCA represents a physical chain of material Pows related
to a product, from resource extraction to waste management
[65].
The diversity of di>erent concepts of corporate environmental accounting tools, the multifaceted grouping of environmental costs and the inconsistency in estimating the
life-cycle cause if not confusion, then at least ambiguous results. This not only makes the LCC-oriented tools diKcult
for the decision maker to use, it also undermines their con5dence in the result from LCC [18]. The consequence from
this distrust may be that they hesitate in using these tools.
5. Summing up from a user perspective
The discussion of LCC-oriented tools’ has identi5ed both
pros and cons for the user, concerning their usefulness for
environmental decision-making in building investments, see
Table 3.
From a user perspective it seems to be a good idea
to link environmental issues with 5nancial consequences
when implementing environmental issues in a corporate
decision-making context. However, LCC-oriented tools are
grounded in neoclassical economic theory, developed for
pure 5nancial analysis and the focus is therefore di>erent
from that of environmental analysis. From an environmental
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Table 3
The usefulness of LCC-oriented tools for environmental decision-making
in building investments: Pros and cons
PROS

CONS

LCC...
... uses a familiar unit, money.

LCC...
... fails to handle decisions under
uncertainty
... fails to handle irreversible
decisions
... neglects items without owner, such
as the environment

... gives an indication on
which aspects to consider
... limits the information Pow by simplifying
multi-attributed alternatives.
... may entail learning by participating in the calculation
process
... has a life cycle perspective

... over-simpli5es environmental
problems into a monetary dimension
... underrates future environmental
costs
... su>ers from poor availability and
reliability of data
... relies on many estimated variables
due to the complexity of the building
and building process
... results are biased towards the
decision maker’s personal values
... may restrain learning if too
mechanically used
... is beset with conceptual confusion
due to many similar LCC-oriented
tools and inconsistent life cycles.

perspective the theory is incapable of incorporating uncertainty, irreversible decisions, items with no owner as well
as future costs. The consequence is that environmental dimensions are insuKciently accounted for LCC fails as an
appropriate tool for environmental decision-making.
However, LCC-oriented tools may still be useful in practice if the decision maker is aware of the tool’s inherent
limitations. Furthermore, the decision maker’s participation
in the LCC calculation process may contribute to learning
e>ects, which in turn may increase his/her knowledge concerning environmental issues.
Still, LCC is aSicted with serious practical problems,
foremost concerning poor availability and reliability of input data. Lack of data implies that the investment decision is carried out under uncertainty which means that the
decision-maker must make many estimates. When decision
makers are faced with uncertainty they generally make estimations that are biased towards their own values and motives
rather than being objective to the problem in hand [11]. This
renders the reliability of LCC as an information provider for
environmentally responsible decisions questionable.
6. Three research approaches to future development of
environmental decision support tools
Making environmental decisions is complex. There are
several tools available today that intend to structure and

simplify this complexity and support the decision maker in
making environmental considerations in a building investment situation. However, as argued here several of these are
insuKcient for the problems environmental decision-making
is aSicted with. To solve some of these problems future efforts in the development of decision support tools must be
made. Three areas of research are identi5ed:
(1) Further development of tools that integrate environmental and micro-economic dimensions. This approach
follows the device ‘little is better than nothing’ and is
foremost supported by the decision makers’ familiarity
with economic units. It is advocated by, for example,
Epstein [13]. However, in order to raise the decision
makers’ trust in the results from LCC, the availability
and reliability of data must be secured. Furthermore,
to avoid ambiguity a joint platform of de5nitions and
groupings must be developed.
(2) Extend the system boundaries by complementing
LCC-oriented tools with tools that focus on physical
measures, for example LCC and life cycle assessment.
This approach is suggested by several researchers (for
example [7,8,49]) and recognises the environmental
aspects more extensively. However, if too mechanically used by the decision maker this approach has
shortcomings in recognising the decision maker’s
cognitive skills.
(3) Improve the understanding of environmentally related
decision-making and use of tools. This approach acknowledges that individuals in making decisions use
cognitive skills which are inPuenced by both personal values and perceived bene5ts. Recognising the
decision-maker’s behaviour, an extended approach
and a way forward is to develop and use decision
strategies that also consider cognitive aspects.
The development of corporate decision support tools for
the building industry that consider environmental dimensions in ways that follow approaches 1 and 2 has been ongoing for at least a decade. Success in making it attractive
and ‘understandable’ for a wider adoption of LCC in the
building industry seems to be limited though [17–19]. For
example lack of data, lack of contractual agreements, too
laborious analyses, and lack of standardisations are mentioned as obstacles. A life cycle perspective is good since it
extend the system boundaries and incorporates some costs
that incur in the future. By, in addition to LCC, using an
environmental assessment tool, such as LCA, in the investment decision both long-termed costs as well as environmental impacts are considered. However, an improved bad
concept is still a bad concept. In addition to LCCs imperfect
theoretical base other aspects must be recognised of why
these tools are not considered as useful by the practitioners
themselves. Approaches 1 and 2 often build on the notion
that decision makers are rational and use decision support
tools to rationally evaluate options (alternatives) in order to
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Fig. 1. Extending the investment decision context (modi5ed from GGarling et al. [66]).

make a choice. Furthermore, approaches 1 and 2 provide the
decision makers with tools based on the principle that systematic gathering and analysing of information is the best
route to an optimal decision.
A change towards more environmentally responsible behaviour in the building industry requires less focus on tool
production and more on understanding the decision making
process and the role tools play in this process. As a complement to developing tools, according to approaches 1 and 2, it
is necessary to develop a wider understanding of how decision making takes place. As illustrated in Fig. 1, approach 3
considers the decision maker’s situation and behaviour and
thus recognises the importance of other decision processing
aspects in addition to making a rational choice among alternatives. The development of environmental decision support tools that goes beyond the rational choice has long
been a neglected area of study [40,46]. Such an extended
perspective upon the decision-making context gives rise to
an area of research where researchers with di>erent background should cooperate. The outcome from future research
may be that tools that involve people in the decision process,
such as brainstorming about the issue and about decision
options, are developed in addition to structured analytical
tools.
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